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LETTER

Distributed Video Coding with Multiple Side Information Sets

Jung Ah PARK†a), Doug Young SUH†, and Gwang-Hoon PARK†, Members

SUMMARY This letter proposes a method to retrieve the original im-
age X out of multiple sets of SI (Side Information) in distributed video
coding (DVC). Using Turbo decoding methods, the most reliable segments
from the decoded Yi’s were selected for the composition of Y∞, whose con-
ditional entropy H(X|Y∞) became much lower than any individual condi-
tional entropy H(X|Yi). This proposal has improved the peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) by 1.1 to 1.8 dB, compared to the conventional single
SI-based approach.
key words: DVC (Distributed Video Coding), multiple side information,
Turbo coding

1. Introduction

Pereira et al. [1] introduced emerging applications such as
wireless video cameras and wireless low-power surveillance
networks, disposable video cameras, certain medical appli-
cations, and sensor networks for which distributed video
coding (DVC) is suitable. Video encoders should be lighter
than decoders. Thus, a new paradigm is needed for video
compression for these applications. DVC meets this need
by removing the motion compensation process from the en-
coder and moving it to the decoder. This new approach is
based on the Slepian-Wolf theorem [2] and the Lossy Dis-
tributed Coding Theory of Wyner and Ziv [3], which use the
correlations of the original frame with a frame predicted at
the decoder. This predicted frame is the side information
(SI).

They used a single set of SI called Y and tried to gen-
erate Y as close to X (the original information) as possible.
Other work generated SI from multiple reference frames [4].
Adikari et al. used multiple SI streams in [5], [6]. They
enhanced the compression ratio by directly combining two
SI streams. Based on the estimated error probability, the
Turbo decoder decides which SI stream is used for decod-
ing a given block. However, decoder-side estimation is not
accurate and the block-wise approach results in discontinu-
ities in the reconstructed image.

This letter proposes the use of multiple sets of SI and
a novel method to combine information from them. In the
previous papers [5], [6], the Turbo decoder requests parity
bits from the encoder for the selected SI stream of the cur-
rent bitstream block until it receives enough parity bits to
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decode the original systematic bits at a predetermined error
probability (10−3). However, in our proposed method, the
decoder requests much less feedback from the encoder than
before. Special Turbo coding is used to decide the best seg-
ments of bit sequences from multiple sets of SI.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a brief summary of the Slepian-Wolf theorem. Section 3
introduces special Turbo coding and how to use it in decid-
ing what are the most feasible bits of decoded SI. In Sect. 4,
the performance of the proposed method is shown as results
of experiments on popular video sequences. Section 5 con-
cludes this letter and suggests ideas for future work.

2. The Foundation of Distributed Video Coding

Slepian and Wolf [2] showed that if a decoder has the SI Y
that is correlated to the original information X, X can be
retrieved by sending as much information as parity rate R >
H(X|Y), which is smaller than the entropy of the original
information, H(X). In a BSC (binary symmetric channel),
in which the bit error rate (BER) is p, conditional entropy is

H(X|Y) = p log2
1
p
+ (1 − p) log2

1
1 − p

. (1)

The amount of information the BSC channel can de-
liver is called mutual information, where H(X|Y) is infor-
mation loss in the BSC. Since the decoder already has Y , X
can be retrieved by sending a slightly larger R than H(X|Y),
as shown in Fig. 1.

In the DVC architecture shown in Fig. 2, Y is consid-
ered as X corrupted by bit errors, just as in the BSC. Instead

Fig. 1 Information loss H(X|Y) in the BSC (M is the puncturing period
of the Turbo code. For example, M = 6 means sending one bit at every 6
parity bits, resulting in a parity rate of 1/3.)
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Fig. 2 DVC architecture.

of sending X, parity bits of X are sent to the decoder [7] and
X is retrieved through an error correction process. Turbo
code is mostly used as the channel code. SI Y is gener-
ated by using motion estimation between key frames, which
are encoded by a conventional video codec. Since X is not
known in the decoder, the motion estimation is unreliable.

3. DVC with Multiple Sets of SI

3.1 Multiple sets of SI

Suppose that more than one set of SI is used for decoding
X. These sets will reduce the uncertainty of X so that the
conditional entropy of multiple sets of SI will be less than
those of fewer sets of SI. This idea is similar to the idea that
a packet is sent three times through an error-prone channel
and that bit errors can be corrected based on majority rule.

H(X|Y1) ≥ H(X|Y1Y2) ≥ H(X|Y1Y2Y3) ≥ · · · (2)

Even though the number of transmitted bits R <
H(X|Yi) for every Yi ∈ Y , where Y = {Y1,Y2, . . . .,Yn} us-
ing X′i ’s which are pre-decoded from Yi’s, one can compose
Y∞, which satisfies R > H(X|Y∞). Without increasing trans-
mission parity rate R, X can then be retrieved at the expense
of consuming more computational power. Let X′i be the pre-
decoded Yi. In order to make Y∞ out of X′i ’s, the most reli-
able bits in X′i ’s should be selected in the best bit selector,
shown in Fig. 3. However, because X is not known in the de-
coder, it is impossible to differentiate correct bits from error
bits.

We noticed that during iterations of Turbo decoding,
correct bits remained unchanged after a few iterations, while
incorrect bits were likely to keep ‘toggling.’ The number of
toggles of each decoded bit was roughly inversely propor-
tional to its reliability, as shown in Fig. 4. It shows that the
total number of toggles of an SI was proportional to the MSE
(mean square error) between the original and predicted im-
ages. By selecting the most reliable bit from n number of
candidates at every bit location, one can compose more reli-
able SI Y∞, whose information loss H(X|Y∞) would be less
than any other H(X|Yi) and could be less than R, making
more reliable decoding possible.

Fig. 3 Turbo decoding with multiple candidates.

Fig. 4 Number of toggles and mean square error (MSE).

3.2 DVC with Multiple Sets of SI

The decoder initially corrected errors in Yi’s one bitstream
using transmitted parity bits. During iterations of error cor-
recting for normal and interleaved bitstreams, the number of
toggles was counted at each bit. If the smallest numbers of
more than one candidate are the same, two rules are used to
make a decision.

• Rule 1: Scanning left to right and top to bottom, se-
lect the bit value of X′i whose accumulated number of
toggles is the smallest at each bit position.
• Rule 2 : Select the bit value of X′i whose number of

toggles in the neighborhood is the smallest. Here, the
range of neighborhood is the same as the puncturing
period.

After decoding the most significant coefficients, such
as DC and AC coefficients close to DC, the other AC co-
efficients were copied from the most reliable Yi in every
8 × 8 block. The most reliable Yi in every block was se-
lected based on the MSE between the decoded coefficients
of Y∞ and those of Yi. We realized that DC values were so
dominant that it was enough to compare just the DC values
of each block.

4. Results and Discussion

The proposed approach was applied to video coding. In
the experiment, the five MSB’s of the DC values in the
macroblocks of the Wyner-Ziv (WZ) frame were rearranged
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as 5 bit-planes. Since quarter common intermediate format
(QCIF) video sequences were used, a bit-plane was 396 bits
long, that is, one bit per each of 396 8 × 8 blocks. Video se-
quences of different characteristics were used, such as ‘Fore-
man’, ‘Football’, and ‘Mobile’.

Two parity bitstreams, one for the normal X bitstream
and the other for the interleaved X bitstream, were calcu-
lated for original data X that was 5 × 396 bits long using
the Turbo encoder. The bitstreams were punctured by punc-
turing term M bits so that R = 2 × 5 × 396/M bits were
sent to the decoder. The puncturing index M was deter-
mined to ensure that R was larger than H(X|Y) and was large
enough to decode X out of Y . As shown in Fig. 1, M was
recommended to be six at a bit error rate of 5%, at which
H(X|Y) = 0.2864 < R = 0.3333.

As shown in Table 1, the residual BER’s of X′i were
high because the parity rate R was not great enough. It was
even smaller than H(X|Y) when M = 7. By selecting the
most reliable bits, the residual BER of Y∞ became quite low,
as shown in Table 2. Rule 2 exploits local reliability and
resulted in a better performance.

The same experiment at a BER 5% was performed, in-

Table 1 BER’s of Yi’s and X′i ’s in Fig. 4.

Table 2 BER’s of Y∞ and X′ in Fig. 4.

(a) With proposed technique (b) With DCT coefficient

Fig. 6 Performance comparison of the proposed technique (‘City’).

creasing R from 10% to 50% of H(X). If only Y1 was used,
40% of H(X) should have been transmitted for clear decod-
ing, as shown in Fig. 5. The ideal amount of R in Fig. 1 at
a BER of 5% was more than 33% since M = 6. If three
sets of SI, such as Y1, Y2, and Y3 were used, a 1% error was
corrected by Rule 1 or 2 for the three sets. Then, bitrate
R, equal to as much as 25% of H(X), could result in clear
decoding, as shown in Fig. 5. This is compared to the ideal
amount of 29% (= 2/7) at a BER of 5%, shown in Fig. 1.
If four sets of SI, such as Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 were used, the
starting BER became 3% and the required rate for clear de-
coding was 25% (Fig. 5) while the ideal rate was 20% at
M = 9. Rate saving gains of the proposed method were
about 25% (40%==>30%, (40 − 30)/40 = 0.25) and 38%
(40%==>25%) for three and four sets of SI compared to a
single set of SI.

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed
approach, we used multiple sets of side information gener-
ated using hierarchical ME [8] from 28 dB to 31 dB using
three sequences (‘Foreman’ : 10 frames, ‘City’ : 10 frames,
‘Crew’ : 10 frames). The average BER was 5%∼15%
and the transmission rate R was 2/7∼2/4 of H(X) in all se-
quences. Figure 6 depicts the PSNRs of Y∞ and X′ of ‘City’
sequence. Table 3 shows the average PSNRs of three se-
quences, in which (a) and (b) show PSNRs of Y∞ and X′, re-
spectively. The final X improved compared to X′i s decoded
by using single SI in all three sequences by 1.3 dB, 1.1 dB,
and 1.8 dB, respectively.

Fig. 5 Transmission rate R and residual BER of multiple sets of SI (orig-
inal BER= 0.05).
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Table 3 Performance comparison of the proposed technique.

5. Conclusion

This letter proposed a method for improving the perfor-
mance of DVC without increasing the transmission rate. In-
stead of using a single set of SI, multiple sets of SI were
used. These could be generated using various kinds of im-
age interpolation techniques. In conventional video codecs,
multiple reference frames are used for motion estimation,
and the closest block in one of the frames is selected for
each block of the image to be encoded.

Similarly, instead of calculating the SAD (sum of abso-
lute differences), the number of toggles at each bit is counted
as iterating normal decoding and interleaved decoding in the
Turbo decoding process. It is shown that the number of tog-
gles is highly correlated to the correctness of every decoded
bit. The ultimate information loss H(X|Y∞) and the trans-
mission rate R will get smaller and smaller as the diversity
of SI increases.

The proposed method improved the quality of the de-
coded image by 1−2 dB compared to conventional DVC that
uses a single set of SI. If the resulting quality is set to be the
same, the proposed method would reduce the transmission
rate by 38%.

In this letter, we applied our approach to DC values.
The approach may also be applied to AC values. In that case,
the knowledge accumulated during the decoding of DC val-
ues may be used to select reliable bits. It is important to
develop rules for the selection. Some reasoning techniques
such as the fuzzy theory may be helpful for that purpose.
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